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The  following  story  is  an  example  of  ‘Inner  Child  Genre’. Stories based around addressing  

‘wounded inner  child’. One  theme  that  is  common to  most of us is  ‘Body-shaming’,  sadly, an  

issue all too  easily  highlighted  through  the misuse  of  social media today.  As children  we  will 

have  all  experienced  this to  a  greater  or  lesser  extent.  At  some  time, we  can  all  relate  to  

being  told we are too  fat,  too  thin,  too  tall,  too  short,  or  have  borne  the  brunt  of  comments 

about  some  aspect  of  our  physical  appearance. These  vulnerabilities  lurk near  the  surface and  

can  so easily be  triggered, casting  shadows  over  our  self  esteem. 

In  this  story, we  meet  the  characters  of  Moon,  who  influences  the pull of our  emotions, 

Matchmaker, who links people ‘who  care’ with special  tasks and  projects and  ‘Spy-der’,  who 

shows  us how  to use intuitive nutritional  profiling  to  get  back to the  basics  of  personally 

balanced diet  and  wellbeing. 

 

A STORY FOR THE INNER CHILD TO  READ.  

Preferably,  to  a  child, as  they  teach  us  so  much! 

“How  is  it  going?”  whispered  MatchMaker  to  Moon.  

At  that  very  moment , a large  dragonfly landed  on  the end  of his nose and  the  enormous  

sneeze  that  followed,  shook  the  ground. Even  Bluebell’s  family felt  it and  they  lived  half  a 

donkey  ride  away! 

And  so….. a  VERY   special  day  dawned in  the  Land  of UgFrEg. 

“So much  to  do! So  much  to  do!” chuntered  SPY-der as  he scuttled 

out from  delivering  an  early  morning alarm  call to  Bluebell’s  family. 

The  ground  still shook beneath  his 48  knees, from  the  after-shock 

of MatchMaker’s  enormous  sneeze.  Having  48 knobbly, wobbly  

knees  was  a  very helpful  thing  for   SPY-der. He  was aware  of   

almost  everything  that  went  on in  most places, when  he  felt  the  

vibes. It always  seemed  to work  better  when  he  was  standing  on  

one of his webs  though.  

And  there were  many, many webs to rest  those  48   knees  upon! He 

was  exceptional at connecting  things  and  tying up  lose  ends! 

Moon  reported  that  from  what  he  could  see, not too many had  slept  well that  night.  Although  

some  had  eaten too much Carob chocolate  and  honey before  bed,  

the main  reason was excitement. The  meetings  were  soon about to  

start.  

All over the  Land  of  UgFrEg, the  moment that the ‘ Ones Who  Care’, 

had waited  for, finally arrived. They had been  preparing for this for 

what  seemed   like  forever  to  those on the  snail  trail but only  an  

owl’s eye blink  to Willow,  who  was  very  old  and  very  wise.  

However, whoever saw time ……. had realised that  there was  something  

that was running out and  something had  to be  done to stop  it. 

Having  48 knobbly, wobbly  knees  was  a  
very helpful  thing  for   SPY-der. 

A meeting of ‘Unseen Ones Who  
Care’ 
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And that….. is  where  MatchMaker’s job got difficult!  Annoyingly  difficult really, because  the  new  

job he spoke of, hadn’t  actually  started  yet.  This  is what  the  ‘Ones  Who  Care’ were  having  so  

many meetings  about. What  did  time look  like?  Where  was  it  running  to? Who  was  going  to  

stop  it?  How  were  they  going  to  stop  it?  

Well in  truth,  no  one  really  knew those  answers  but  EVERYONE (well,  

nearly  everyone), did  know  what would  happen if  they didn’t stop  it. 

And  this is  where  MatchMaker’s  new  job  began. MatchMaker  had been  

told ( by  the  ‘Ones  Who  Care’), that  his  new job  was  to  match ‘Ones Who  

Care’ with ‘Jobs that  Make  a  Difference’  and  this  would  stop time  running  

out. Whatever  that  was  and  wherever  it  was  running  to. 

 

Although the ‘Ones Who  Care’ were  unsure  of how  to  help, they  were  willing to  

give it  a  go,  hence  the  name. MatchMaker  had  been  told that  the ‘Ones  that  

care’  would  see exactly what  they  were  doing in  ‘Jobs  that  Make  a  Difference’ , 

as this  was  real….. really  REAL!  

In UgFrEg Land, all the  parents told  all  the  children  that “ If you  believe  something,  

really  believe  something and  keep  telling  yourself  that  it  will  happen -  It will!” 

And  so  this  was  the  reason for  all  the  excitement. Parents  and  children 

believed  that  as  they  were ‘Ones Who  Care’, then   they  would  be  able  to 

‘Make  a  difference’, with  MatchMaker’s help whilst  they  were  having  their  

meetings.  

This  is  still  true  today, more than  ever! Those  who are  the  ‘Ones  Who  care’ 

and  who  live  in   a  world  within  worlds, like  Planet  Earth. 

 

The Land of UgFrEg was  one  of  those  worlds  that  live  within worlds.  In fact, 

UgFrEg is also  a  word  that  lives within  words. Originally named ‘The  Land of 

UGly  FRuit and  vEGetables’, which was  rather a  long name  to  write on  envelopes 

and  the UgFrEg postal  delivery people complained. They complained  rather  a  lot, 

about carrying  around  all  the  weight  of  the  bigger  envelopes  needed  for 

writing out such  a  long  address. So,  it  became  UgFrEg,  which  is  absolutely  

nothing   at all to  do  with  fried  eggs! 

The  world of  UgFrEg  covered many fields, allotments, greenhouses, gardens, small 

holdings, veg  patches, farms and even  window  boxes, cloches, cold frames and  

flower  pots (although  that’s  another  story!). So UgFrEg  world touched  many 

other  worlds  that  lived  within the  Earth  world,  that  lived  within  many  other  

worlds. But……. UgFrEg had a very dark and scary history   that  was told in books 

in   UgFrEg schools. 

For hundreds of  years ( and  that’s a  long  time  even  for  Willow), UgFrEg had  helped to  keep 

others, who  lived  in  the  earth  worlds,  well and  healthy. They would  dance  in  soups and sing  in  

pies and  come  together in  different and  happy  ways to   help,  because  that’s  what  they did  

best. And  they  were  proud  of it! 

Willow  was  very wise 

A meeting of ‘ Ones Who  Care’ 

A meeting of ‘Ones Who  Care’ 

A meeting of ‘Unseen Ones Who  
Help’ 
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Some of  the more  senior citizens  of UgFrEg remembered their  grandparents’, 

grandparents’  tales of winning fattest  pumpkin or  longest cucumber or even curliest  

carrot as  ‘Best  in  Show’ at special Market Fayres’. 

Apples  and  plums recalled  tales told  to them  as  children, of  the  very best plum 

chutneys and blackberry  and apple  pies  that were  the most famous in all UgFrEg. 

Songs  celebrated  the sun dances, that made  them  grow  strong, when their vitamin 

production was the  highest in  all worlds. Nursery rhymes reminded children of how 

UgFrEg  minerals were  nurtured  in  soft  beds of  clean, warm, sweet smelling, brown  

earth,  where they  wallowed throughout  the  seasons of  the year. The  UgFrEg were 

truly honoured, respected and  sort  after by  all within  the  Earth world! 

Suddenly, just like  when  the first snow  drop  appears through  snowy  days and  

bluebells  tickle  Willow’s  toes, a  new world within  worlds, touched  the  UgFrEg.  

A long,  dark  shadow  covered the world  of  UgFrEg. A  long  dark night  of the 

‘sold’,  where  not  even Moon could  reach  out to  hold  a  bright  light  of  hope to  

those  in the  shadows…. 

The  world of  the‘SUPER-market’ had  overshadowed  UgFrEg and changed life  for  

ever. Market towns  disappeared  over  night and ‘Best  of  Show’ no  longer 

boasted  the  pride  of  UgFrEg.  

SUPERmarkets  and  ‘Ones that  wanted  to  make money’, who own  them, told  

the ones who  lived  within   Earth world and  who  always bought UgFrEg,  that the  

UgFrEg were no  longer  needed. They  called such  Fruit  and  Vegetables “UGLY”.  

In  fact  the UgFrEg  had  never  heard  the  word “UGLY”  before SUPERmarkets. 

 SUPERmarkets stacked shelves high with SUPER models.   

Big white vans drove  along  the  roads  of  Earth world.  They  pictured  

shimmering  strawberries and  long,  slender, straight  carrots  balanced 

precariously on weighing  scales, across  the  sides of  their vans. The  

SUPERmodels  had  truly  taken over. Those  who  lived in the  Earth world   

could  no  longer buy the  fruit  and  veg  that  they  wanted.  They  had  to  pay  

a  lot more  of their hard earned  money on fruit  and  veg  that  wasn’t  too  fat 

or  too  thin;  that  wasn’t too  tall or  too small;  that  was  a  shape  that  the 

SUPERmarkets  thought  was  the best shape for  a  fruit or  vegetable to be. And  

that  matched  the  SUPERmodel  on the  side  of their  vans.  It  couldn’t  be  bent;  

it  couldn’t  be  curvy, it  couldn’t have  spots  or  pimples and  certainly  could  

only  be  what  the  SUPERmarkets  decided  was  to  be…..  the  right  colour! 

The  new  SUPERmodel Fruit  and  Veg were often  grown in  places  where  they  

didn’t  see  the  sun, or  feel  the  rain or  wallow  in  the  soft,  warm,  brown 

earth. This  meant  that  they  couldn’t  grow  big  and  strong  and  healthy and  

help the  ones  who  lived in Earth world to  grow  big  and  strong  and healthy 

too. The  new SUPERmodel Fruit  and  Veg  had  chemicals sprayed on  their  skin 

to  make  them  shine  and  appear to look  ‘good’ for the Ones-who-make-money  

for  SUPERmarkets. It  is sad to  say  that the  Ones of  the Earth world  who  had  

Carotina may  be  
little but  she  packs  

a  punch. Helps  
food  digest  when  
eaten  with  lunch. 

NIO is  brill at  helping  
you breathe and  chasing  
out  germs  that  need to 

leave. 

Po helps  you stay clean  and well 
inside. He gives  muscles  energy  

but   he’s  not  good  fried! 

Big white vans drove  along  the  roads 
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to  pay  so  much more  money for  the SUPERmodel fruit  and  Veg  were   

sometimes  made  very  ill by  this. 

But  what of the  UgFrEg?  

Well,  this  is  when  they were  first  told  they  were ‘UGLY’. Because  the  

SUPERmarkets  told  everyone  that only  the SUPERmodel Fruit and  Veg  were  

beautiful. They  should  be  what  everyone  wanted  to  buy. The  UgFrEg  knew 

that  everyone  was  beautiful and  everyone  needed  to  be  accepted  for  

who  they  are. It  didn’t  matter  if  they  weren’t  the  same  size, or  colour  

or  shape  as  the  SUPERmodel  fruit or  veg.  It  didn’t  matter  if  they  were  

bent or  curvy, or  what  their  skin  looked  like. They  were  full of  wonderful  

things  on the  inside, full of  revitalising   vitamins,  full of  marvellous 

minerals. Their  size  and  shape  and  colour  and  skin  told   their  story, 

without  words, of how  they  became so  full of  goodness! 

The UgFrEg  were  cast  aside, nobody liked  them,  nobody wanted  them,  

no one  saw  that  they  were  full of  goodness. Eventually  they came to 

believe  that  they  didn’t  matter and  their children grew  up  seeing so  

many UgFrEg  thrown away  on  rubbish  heaps. They  heard  how  those 

children  who  lived in the  Earth world  were not  able  to  get  the revitalising  

vitamins  and  marvellous  minerals that they  needed  to   grow  strong  and 

be healthy themselves, from  the SUPERmodels,  

Fortunately, some  humans who  lived in Earth world still loved the  UgFrEg and  

understood  their  beauty  and  goodness  and  how  important  they  were. 

They  understood how  hurtful and  cruel names  like  “UGLY” can  be and  

changed  the  ‘UgFrEg’ name  to ‘Wonky’,  which  was  perhaps  a  little  bit  

better, it  sounded  kinder! The  ‘Ug’ Word wasn’t  used any  more by  the  ‘Ones  

who  care’. They wanted to  help the  UgFrEg. They  decided to sell ‘Wonkies’ 

alongside  the SUPERmodel fruit  and  Veg. They  really  hoped  that  so  many 

good  citizens  of  UgFrEg  would  not  end  up  on  a  rubbish heap  and  that  the  

Ones  who  lived in  the Earth world could  once  more  get  good  fruit  and veg  

to  stay  well and  healthy.  

   …ooo000ooo… 

 

Spider had woken  Bluebell family just  before  the earth moved beneath 

MatchMaker’s  sneeze. They were  all  so  excited. Although  they  lived  in the  world  

of  the  Woods,  they  had  listened  many  times to the  stories of  Uncle OLDberg-

ine, as he  fondly  told  tales  of  Olden  days.  

They were determined to  find the ‘Ones  who  Care’, in their  meetings, find  out  

where  time  was  running  to  and how  to  stop  it -  because  they  cared! 

Along  with the  other  WONKEY citizens ,  they  searched   for  the ‘Ones Who  Care’, 

who  have  meetings hidden  in nature. They  found  them. They listened. They  dug 

allotments,  they  planted  raised  beds,   they  made  green houses,  cold  frames, 

Window  boxes and  garden  planters.  

Uncle Old Bergine  

tells a   story  

that’s  good! He 

also  takes good  

care  of  your  

blood. 

 

Pierre is  good to  balance  weight 
and  removing germs  from  things 

you  ate. 

Getty Zucch help  keeps you fit 

and  tells  your  heart it  must  not  

quit! 

 

TOMas is  a  wise,  red fruit, 
when  he’s around germs  

usually  scoot. When  you’ve  
had  too  much  to  eat Tom 
usually takes off  the heat. 
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The ‘Ones  Who  Care’ know  that  time is  running  out. So  many of  the  Ones  who  live  in the  

Earth  world have  to  listen to  what  they  say  at  meetings, because they too, have  

to  ‘know  things  and  talk’. Time  doesn’t  need  to  run  out.  There  are  so many  

things to be done to help  the  worlds within  worlds  to  survive. So  many  things  

to be spoken of  at  meetings.  

‘Ones  Who  Care’ can find  meetings that take  place around them  each day  and  

just  like  the  meetings   that  took place in  UgFrEg upon  these  pages, they  can 

listen to the quiet  words spoken  that  will stop  time from  running out.  

The  UgFrEg, with  the help of  MatchMaker discovered their mission, to  do  a ‘Job  

that Makes  a  Difference’ – To persuade   the  Ones  that  live  in other worlds  

within  worlds, to return  to real  health and  beauty inside  and  to grow and buy 

‘WONKY’ ! 

What words  have been  softly  spoken  within  you? 

Are  you  ‘One Who Cares’? 

 

 

        

Turner helps  clean  your  teeth  when  food  goes  down. 

Sometimes  his  burps can  make  you  frown. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Here is  PEPP! He  looks  a 
fright, but  helps  a  lot  when  

your  tummy  feels  tight. 


